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coupling between  Pi release, rate-limiting steps and force 
generation. The implications from  Pi-induced force kinetics 
of myofibrils are discussed in combination with historical 
and recent models of the cross-bridge cycle.

Keywords Muscle contraction · Power stroke · Tension 
redevelopment · Tension recovery · Myofibril force 
kinetics · Sarcomere dynamics

Force generation during the cross-bridge ATPase 
cycle: an open question

Contraction of skeletal and cardiac muscle is driven by the 
cross-bridge ATPase cycle. The steps generating the force 
and displacement in this cycle, also called the power strokes, 
are of particular interest. How force-generating step(s) are 
coupled to chemical steps in the ATPase cycle, i.e., the 
chemo-mechanical coupling of muscle contraction, is a cen-
tral question in basic muscle research that has been continu-
ously investigated in biochemical, biomechanical and struc-
tural studies from the molecular to the muscle level (Cooke 
1997; Gordon et al. 2000; Huxley 2004; Steffen and Sleep 
2004; Takagi et al. 2004; Geeves and Holmes 2005; Thomas 
et al. 2009; Houdusse and Sweeney 2016). An early model 
(Lymn and Taylor 1971) describing chemo-mechanical cou-
pling is depicted in Fig. 1a. In the Lymn–Taylor model, force 
generation and product  (Pi and ADP) release from the cross-
bridge are merged to one-step. Subsequently, the major free 
energy change as well as the major transition from weak to 
strong actin binding states in the ATPase cycle in the cycle 
was assigned to the release of  Pi that precedes ADP release 
(Trentham et al. 1972; Eisenberg and Greene 1980). These 
findings lead to the view in the 1980s that force-generation 
is coupled to  Pi release (Eisenberg and Hill 1985). Neither 

Abstract A basic goal in muscle research is to understand 
how the cyclic ATPase activity of cross-bridges is converted 
into mechanical force. A direct approach to study the chemo-
mechanical coupling between  Pi release and the force-gen-
erating step is provided by the kinetics of force response 
induced by a rapid change in  [Pi]. Classical studies on fibres 
using caged-Pi discovered that rapid increases in  [Pi] induce 
fast force decays dependent on final  [Pi] whose kinetics were 
interpreted to probe a fast force-generating step prior to  Pi 
release. However, this hypothesis was called into question 
by studies on skeletal and cardiac myofibrils subjected to  Pi 
jumps in both directions (increases and decreases in  [Pi]) 
which revealed that rapid decreases in  [Pi] trigger force rises 
with slow kinetics, similar to those of calcium-induced force 
development and mechanically-induced force redevelopment 
at the same  [Pi]. A possible explanation for this discrep-
ancy came from imaging of individual sarcomeres in cardiac 
myofibrils, showing that the fast force decay upon increase in 
 [Pi] results from so-called sarcomere ‘give’. The slow force 
rise upon decrease in  [Pi] was found to better reflect overall 
sarcomeres cross-bridge kinetics and its  [Pi] dependence, 
suggesting that the force generation coupled to  Pi release 
cannot be separated from the rate-limiting transition. The 
reasons for the different conclusions achieved in fibre and 
myofibril studies are re-examined as the recent findings on 
cardiac myofibrils have fundamental consequences for the 
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the Lymn–Taylor nor the Eisenberg–Hill model differenti-
ates whether force is generated before, during or after release 
of  Pi. From chemical and physical principles, the view of a 
direct coupling, i.e., a one-step mechanism of force-gener-
ation coupled to  Pi release might be simplistic. The classi-
cal view of ligand binding/dissociation is that of a rapid, 
diffusion-limited equilibrium that then induces a more or 
less slower conformational change of the enzyme. Accord-
ingly, a two-step process of force generation coupled to  Pi 
release is expected, i.e., a force-generating step occurring 
before or after a rapid  Pi release. Furthermore, there might 
be additional slow steps in the cycle that limit the rate of 

force generation. The rate constant of the transition that lim-
its the turnover of cross-bridges into force-generating states 
is termed f. If f represents the kinetics of an intrinsically 
slow process whereas force-generation and  Pi release are 
intrinsically fast steps, f must belong to different step(s). The 
minimalist model of Lymn–Taylor was therefore refined by 
inserting additional steps and states, based on many kinetic 
and structural studies (Chalovich and Eisenberg 1982; Pate 
and Cooke 1989; Millar and Homsher 1990; Kawai and Hal-
vorson 1991; Dantzig et al. 1992; Davis and Rodgers 1995; 
Cooke 1997; Brenner and Chalovich 1999; Gordon et al. 
2000; Martin et al. 2004; Takagi et al. 2004; Geeves and 
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Fig. 1  Sequence of rate-limiting transitions, force-generating steps 
and  Pi release in different models of the cross-bridge cycle. a Four-
state model of Lymn and Taylor. b Extended six-state model implied 
from the fast force decay upon increase of  [Pi]. In both models, ATP-
binding induces rapid detachment of the cross-bridge from actin by 
opening the actin binding cleft (step 1, ①), thereby stabilizing myosin 
in non-force-generating states with low actin affinity (light grey col-
oured heads, blue colour in online version). The cross-bridge recov-
ers the power stroke by tilting of its lever arm, and hydrolyses ATP 
(step 2, ②). Crucial for initiation of force generation is the preced-
ing formation of a stereospecific, pre-force-generating AM.ADP.Pi 
state (mid grey coloured head, pink in online version) with a largely 
closed actin binding cleft (step 3, ③). Subsequent force generation is 
indicated by the tilt of the lever arm and the shift to dark grey col-
our of head (red colour in online version) and the converter domain 
(step 4, ④). In a the four-state Lymn–Taylor model, the force-gen-
erating step is inseparably coupled with release of products  (Pi and 

ADP). Further, the model does not indicate which step(s) limit(s) the 
transition of cross-bridges to the force state, i.e., the transition rate f: 
ATP hydrolysis (②), formation of the pre-force-generating AM.ADP.
Pi state (③) or product release (④). b In the extended six-state model, 
a fast major force-generating step (④) occurs prior to rapid  Pi release 
(step 5, ⑤) and a further minor force-generating step with the release 
of ADP (step 6, ⑥). Because ④ and ⑤ present fast steps, f must be 
limited by ③ or ②. The forward transition of cross-bridges to weakly 
bound, non-force-generating states (rate constant g) is limited by the 
load-dependent step 6 (⑥). In absence of load, ⑥ is fast. Under high 
load as during isometric contraction, ⑥ is slow, so that g becomes 
similar or even lower than f. The isometric ATPase rate (ATPase ∼ 
1/f + 1/g) is mainly limited by g, whereas the rate of force redevel-
opment (kTR ∼ f + g) is also determined by f. Models modified from 
(Lymn and Taylor 1971) (a) and (Dantzig et al. 1992; Capitanio et al. 
2006; Houdusse and Sweeney 2016) (b). (Color figure online)
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Holmes 2005; Capitanio et al. 2006; Siththanandan et al. 
2006; Caremani et al. 2013; Smith 2014; Dong and Chen 
2016; Geeves 2016; Houdusse and Sweeney 2016; Mansson 
2016; Mijailovich et al. 2017).

To date numerous models of the cross-bridge cycle exist, 
which differ in many details. In particular, the sequence of 
the  Pi release and the force-generating step is still an open 
debate (Llinas et al. 2015; Mansson et al. 2015; Muretta 
et al. 2015; Houdusse and Sweeney 2016). Furthermore, the 
reaction(s) and structural change(s) contributing to the rate-
limiting transition f remain to be defined. Clarifying these 
issues is important for understanding the basic mechanism 
of force generation and its targeted alteration. For exam-
ple, with regard to search and design of molecules target-
ing force production by stabilizing cross-bridges in certain 
chemical states, it is essential to know whether AM.ADP.
Pi-intermediate(s) prior to  Pi release can generate force in 
muscle contraction. Furthermore, understanding the nature 
of the transitions that determine f is essential for targeted 
interventions of rate-limiting steps, which provide an effi-
cient way to tune force generation. This review focusses 
on the significance of mechanical studies for defining the 
sequence and mechanism of the rate-limiting transition f, the 
force-generating step and the  Pi release in the cross-bridge 
cycle.

Kinetics of rate-limiting transitions 
in the cross-bridge cycle

To separate the force-generating step from the rate-limiting 
transition f, first one needs to know the value of f. The first 
model of the cross-bridge cycle by A.F. Huxley consisted 
of only two states, a non-force-generating and a force-gen-
erating state, and two rate constants for forward cycling, 
the rate constant f for entering the force-generating state 
and the rate constant g for leaving the force-generating state 
(Huxley 1957). In this model, the rate-limiting transition 
and the force-generating step are combined in a single step 
and force is proportional to f/(f + g) and ATPase propor-
tional to f·g/(f + g) or 1/f + 1/g. In the line of this seminal 
and prescient model, a fundamental contribution was given 
by B. Brenner and coworkers, based on the findings that: 
(1) the observed rate constant of mechanically-induced, 
maximally  Ca2+ activated force redevelopment, kTR probes 
cross-bridge turnover kinetics and reflects the sum of f and 
g (Brenner and Eisenberg 1986); and (2) the  Ca2+ regula-
tion of force generation and ATPase of isometric contract-
ing fibres underlies rate-modulation of f, whereby f gradu-
ally increases while g remains constant with increasing the 
 [Ca2+] (Brenner 1988). From the change of f it was clear that 
it does not present a fixed intrinsic rate constant of a single 
step but an apparent rate constant, termed fapp, of at least 

two steps. Brenner noted that rate-modulation of fapp can be 
explained by assuming that ‘turned on and turned off forms 
of the regulated actin units are in a dynamic equilibrium 
with fast rate constants compared to cross-bridge turnover’ 
and ‘Pi release only occurs when cross-bridges are attached 
to the turned on form of actin’. Basically, fapp might result 
from a forward step and a foregoing faster,  Ca2+-regulated 
equilibrium modulating the initial state, A0, of this forward 
step. The observed fapp in the experiment depends on the 
intrinsic rate constant f→ of the forward step as well as on 
the occupancy [A0] of the initial state. Noteworthy, f→ must 
not be slow if only very few cross-bridges are capable to 
undergo the forward step. Thus, it remains open whether 
f→ is slow and [A0] is high or whether f→ is fast and [A0] 
is low. The individual contributions of [A0] and f→ can be 
only modelled but not separately measured. Furthermore, 
the structural and biochemical changes contributing to the 
rate limiting transition f and its  Ca2+-modulated substitute 
fapp remain unclear. At least, the individual contributions of 
fapp and gapp can be derived from combined measurements 
of kTR, force and ATPase at maximally activating  [Ca2+] 
(Brenner 1988), from the  Ca2+ dependence of force and kTR 
(de Tombe and Stienen 2007), or from combined measure-
ment of kTR, reflecting fapp + gapp, and the force decay of the 
initial relaxation phase following rapid  Ca2+ removal during 
which all sarcomeres relax isometric. The rate constant of 
this initial, slow, linear force decay, called ‘slow kREL’ or 
‘kLIN’ reflects gapp (Poggesi et al. 2005).

Changes in the rate-limiting transitions strongly affect 
energy consumption. Any modification of fapp proportionally 
affects force and ATPase so that the ratio of force per 
ATPase, called tension cost, remains constant. In contrast, 
tension cost is proportional to gapp, as an increase of gapp 
decreases force but increases ATPase. Classical mechanical 
studies in single intact fibres at maximally activating  [Ca2+] 
(Huxley 1957) proved that gapp markedly increases with 
shor tening velocity. Str ikingly, force is highly 
 [Pi]-dependent, while maximum shortening velocity is 
hardly affected by the  [Pi] (Cooke et al. 1988; Caremani 
et al. 2015). These results indicate that  Pi neither reduces 
force by increasing gapp nor by decreasing fapp, as proved by 
the positive effect of  [Pi] on kTR. These results imply that 
instead of affecting the forward turnover rate fapp,  Pi pro-
motes the reverse turnover rate f −

app
. This view is supported 

by oxygen exchange measurements indicating that in isomet-
ric contracting muscle fibres, all chemical reactions from an 
AM.ADP-state back to an AM.ATP state are readily revers-
ible (Hibberd et al. 1985b; Webb et al. 1986), reviewed in 
(Takagi et al. 2004). Thus, force reduction by  Pi would result 
from  Pi binding to an AM.ADP-state and reverse turnover 
via f −

app
. This  [Pi]-dependent reverse turnover by f −

app
 pro-

vides an additional exit from force-generating states to the 
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 [Pi]-independent exit route via forward turnover by gapp. 
Based on the view that force redevelopment reflects overall 
re-distribution of cross-bridges determined by all rate-lim-
iting transitions, in presence of  Pi, kTR = fapp + gapp +  f −

app
. 

Recently, (Wang and Kawai 2013) reinterpreted kTR to reflect 
only gapp, instead of the classical view of kTR reflecting the 
sum of all rate-limiting transitions. However, the finding that 
 Pi accelerates the rate of  Ca2+-induced force development, 
kACT or mechanically-induced force redevelopment, kTR in 
fast skeletal (Hibberd et al. 1985a; Millar and Homsher 
1990; Regnier et al. 1995; Regnier and Homsher 1998), slow 
skeletal (Millar and Homsher 1992; Wahr et al. 1997) and 
cardiac muscles (Araujo and Walker 1996; Edes et al. 2007) 
while it decreases force in proportion to the number of force-
generating cross-bridges (Kawai and Halvorson 1991; 
Caremani et al. 2008) is strong evidence against this re-
interpretation. Interestingly, in fast muscle,  Pi reduces iso-
metric ATPase to a lesser extent than force (Webb et al. 
1986; Bowater and Sleep 1988; Cooke et al. 1988) while the 
effect is very similar in slow muscle (Potma et al. 1995; Ker-
rick and Xu 2004). The change of the force-ATPase ratio or 
tension cost by  [Pi] poses a complication for the modeling 
of  Pi effect on chemo-mechanical coupling, which is still 
under debate (Pate and Cooke 1989; Linari et al. 2010). In 
summary,  Pi release is reversible and  [Pi]-dependent rebind-
ing of  Pi accelerates the redistribution amongst force-gener-
ating and non-force-generating/detached states by promoting 
backwards cycling.

While force redevelopment reports rate-limiting transi-
tions in the cross-bridge ATPase cycle, force generation per 
se is a fast process. At the single molecule level, force rap-
idly develops upon attachment of myosin to actin filaments 
in single molecule force assays like the laser trap (Finer 
et al. 1994; Veigel et al. 1998; Takagi et al. 2004). Also the 
cross-bridge ensemble in muscle fibres can rapidly regener-
ate force (within several msec) after small length change 
perturbations (Ford et al. 1977; Kawai and Halvorson 1991; 
Lombardi et al. 1992; Colomo et al. 1994; Ranatunga et al. 
2002; Linari et al. 2007) or pressure (Fortune et al. 1991) 
and temperature jumps (Davis and Rodgers 1995; Bershitsky 
and Tsaturyan 2002; Coupland and Ranatunga 2003). Albeit 
the phenomena of the rapid force recovery likely reflects a 
different mechanism of force generation uncoupled from or 
loosely coupled to the ATPase cycle (Davis and Rodgers 
1995; Caremani et al. 2008, 2013), there is common con-
sensus that not the force-generating step, but some other 
process or reaction, perhaps isomerization within a given 
force state, that limits the transition of cross-bridges to 
force-generating states in the ATPase cycle. To distinguish 
between the possible difference of force recovery and force 
generation coupled to ATPase cycling, the latter is termed 
here de novo force development. Overall, the observed broad 

spectra of force responses upon small and large perturba-
tions of muscle preparations led to the hypothesis that slow 
transitions determine de novo force development reflected 
by f, while the force can be rapidly re-generated and thus the 
force-generating step per se could be fast.

Refinement of the force-generating mechanism 
coupled to  Pi release in muscle fibres

The one-step mechanism of force generation along with 
 Pi release had been accepted until the early 1990s, when 
seminal experiments on skinned muscle fibres using a new 
chemical compound, caged-Pi, produced in a new hypothesis 
of the two-step process for force generation (Takagi et al. 
2004). Fibres were loaded with caged-Pi and the caged 
compound activated by flash photolysis. The photolysis 
caused a rapid (<1 ms) increase in  [Pi] in the fibre, the so 
called Pi jump, resulting in force responses with a major 
force reduction. The  Pi-induced force response produced up 
to four kinetic phases (see Fig. 2b in Dantzig et al. 1992), 
albeit not all phases were observed in the other studies using 
caged-Pi (Millar and Homsher 1992; Walker et al. 1992). 
The sudden increase of sarcoplasmic  [Pi] shifts cross-bridges 
backwards in the cycle because it promotes  Pi binding to the 
cross-bridge, i.e., the reversal of  Pi release. Phase 1 was a 
short lag of several msec that was attributed to  Pi binding 
to the AM.ADP-state and the formation of an AM.ADP.Pi-
state that still generates force. Viewed in forward direction, 
this indicated that force is generated before  Pi release. Most 
attention was paid to phase 2, a major exponential force 
decay whose kinetics were strongly  [Pi]-dependent. The 
rate constant kPi of phase 2 was attributed to the kinetics of 
the force-generating process in the cycle and the hyperbolic 
form of kPi dependence on  [Pi] was also taken as a strong and 
final support to the two-step process for force generation. 
Beside the lag (phase 1) and the major decay (phase 2), a 
minor rise (phase 3) and a minor decay (phase 4) had been 
observed (Dantzig et al. 1992). Minor phases 3 and 4 were 
not studied as phase 3 was ascribed to secondary effects 
caused by caged compounds themselves and/or sarcomere 
dynamics while phase 4 was found to be highly variable and 
not  [Pi] dependent.

By the time it became possible to study  Pi-induced force 
kinetics, the kTR-measurement was already established and 
the kinetics of the major force decay could be compared 
with the rate-limiting process fapp probed by kTR. Impor-
tantly, the force decay of phase 2 was significantly faster 
than the force rise induced in the kTR-measurement. Thus, 
in fast skeletal fibres at 10–15 °C, kPi was about 2–3 times 
faster than kTR measured at same  [Pi] (Millar and Homsher 
1990; Walker et al. 1992). Using the caged-Pi method, kPi of 
phase 2 was found 2–3 times higher than kTR also in cardiac 
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muscle at 15 °C (Araujo and Walker 1996). This result was 
interpreted to mean that there is a fast force-generating 
step closely associated to  Pi release that can be dissected 
from the slower rate-limiting transitions reflected by f. The 

 [Pi]-dependence of the kinetics indicated that this force-
generating step is a fast isomerization prior to  Pi release, 
i.e., that force generation occurs in the ADP.Pi-bound state 
of the cross-bridge. The forward and backward rate constant 
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Fig. 2  Symmetry and asymmetry of force responses observed upon 
increases or decreases in  [Pi] to the same final  [Pi] during maxi-
mum  Ca2+ activation (pCa 4.5). Force responses of myofibrils from 
fast skeletal muscle at 5  °C (upper row, a–c), slow skeletal muscle 
at 15 °C (mid row, d–f), and cardiac myofibrils at 10 °C (lower row, 
g–i) were induced by rapid increase of  [Pi] (left column, a, d, g) or 
rapid decrease of  [Pi] (mid column, b, e, h). At time = 0, the  [Pi] was 
changed (in mM) from 0.2 to 1 (a), 5 to 1 (b), 0.2 to 2 (d), 20 to 2 
(e), 0.2 to 10 (g), and 20 to 10 (h). Graphs in the right column (c, 
f, i) illustrate force transients from the respective row after normal-
ization to amplitude and direction, i.e., force rises were inverted to 
enable comparison of kinetics with force decays. Circles (red lines in 
online version) are normalized force changes upon decrease in  [Pi]. 
Triangles (green lines in online version) are normalized force changes 
in kTR-measurements performed at the corresponding  [Pi], i.e. at the 

final  [Pi] in the  Pi jump experiments. Note the asymmetry of force 
rise and force decay when changing to the same  [Pi] in fast psoas (c), 
whereas there is symmetry in the slow soleus (f). In cardiac myofi-
brils, there is initial symmetry during upon the  [Pi] change (best seen 
by the magnification of the initial part in the inlet), turning to asym-
metry at the time of the transition from the first, minor force decay 
to the second, major force decay upon increase of  [Pi] (black lined 
transient). The arrow marks the duration of phase 1 (t+Pi(1) = 57 msec) 
obtained by fitting the black transient with the biphasic function used 
in (Stehle et  al. 2002a; Stehle 2017). The similar slopes of the nor-
malized force changes before t+Pi(1) illustrate the symmetry of k+Pi(1) 
and k−Pi and similarity with kTR (for more data, see (Stehle 2017) and 
Fig. 3c). Asymmetry starts with the onset of the major second phase 
(see higher values of k+Pi(2) compared to and k−Pi and kTR in Fig. 3c). 
(Color figure online)
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of this force-generating isomerization step were derived 
from the hyperbolic dependence of kPi versus the  [Pi]. In 
fast skeletal muscle fibres, the forward rate constant of this 
step was markedly higher than fapp. In consequence, refined 
cross-bridge models consisted of a reversible, force-gener-
ating step that occurs after a slower, rate-limiting step or 
transition (related to f) and before rapid  Pi release in the 
cross-bridge cycle (Fig. 1b). The finding of the fast force 
decay after a jump increase in  [Pi] were convincing because 

the kinetic behavior of the  Pi transient was consistent with 
the sequential reaction involving a rapid equilibrium of  Pi 
release/rebinding and a slower reversible force-generating 
step exhibiting a saturation as the substrate is increased. 
The sequence of these three key events in the cross-bridge 
cycle seemed to be solved even if contemporaneous caged-
Pi studies in slow muscle cast a shadow on this hypothesis. 
Measurements of kPi and kTR in soleus fibres at same  [Pi] and 
at maximally activating  [Ca2+] showed that  Pi release could 
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not be always ‘dissected’ from the slower rate-limiting tran-
sitions reflected by f as this difference was clearly tempera-
ture dependent and almost disappeared at 10 °C (Millar and 
Homsher 1992). As highlighted in the following chapters, 
the sequence and mechanistic relation of the three events is 
a still controversially discussed unsolved problem.

Re-exploration of the force-generating mechanism 
coupled to  Pi release in myofibrils

At the end of the 1990s, an important advancement for 
the study of the non-steady-state effects of  [Pi] on force 
kinetics came from mechanical measurements in striated 
muscle myofibrils which are in rapid diffusional equilib-
rium with the bathing medium and suitable for mechanical 
measurements (Colomo et al. 1997, 1998). With single 
or thin bundles of myofibrils (1–3 µm wide), concentra-
tions inside the myofilament lattice can be rapidly and 
precisely modified without the use of caged compounds 
but simply by rapid alternation of perfusion fluxes. This 
made it possible to resolve the kinetics of isometric force 
rise and relaxation in calcium activation cycles as well 
as the kinetics of force transients initiated by  Pi jumps 
(Tesi et al. 2000). A real advantage of myofibril  Pi jumps 
over caged-Pi skinned fibre experiments is the ability to 
precisely change  [Pi] in a much wider and controlled range 
and observe not only the decrease in force following sud-
den  [Pi] increase but also the reverse, i.e., force increase 
following sudden  [Pi] decrease. When submitted to rapid 
jumps in  [Pi], single or thin bundles of rabbit psoas myofi-
brils (5 °C; Fig. 2a, c) responded with sudden changes in 
force and the kinetics of both the force decrease which 
followed the increase in  [Pi] (rate constant k+Pi) and of the 
force increase following the decrease in  [Pi] (rate constant 
k−Pi) were measured.

As previously observed in skinned fibres with caged-Pi, 
k+Pi was scarcely affected by the activation level and about 
three times faster than the rate of  Ca2+-induced force devel-
opment kACT, or mechanically-induced redevelopment kTR, 
measured at the same final  [Pi]. Taking in account differ-
ences in experimental temperature, absolute values of k+Pi 
were similar to those previously observed in caged-Pi force 
transients in skinned fibres but the dependence on final  [Pi] 
showed no sign of saturation in the range of measurements, 
as expected from a two-step mechanism. Anyway, based 
on the close correspondence with caged-Pi findings (esti-
mated second order binding constant) and on the steady-state 
effect of  [Pi] on isometric force, showing a definite plateau 
at high  [Pi] (Tesi et al. 2002a), authors favoured cross-bridge 
models in which force is produced by an isomerization of 
AM.ADP.Pi complex immediately preceding a fast and non-
rate-limiting  Pi release step. Unexpectedly from a two-step 
mechanism of force-generation and  Pi release like depicted 
in Fig. 1b, rabbit psoas myofibril experiments reported that 
the force increase following the reversal of the jump was 
slower, i.e., its rate constant k−Pi was much less than k+Pi, 
whereas k−Pi was undistinguishable from kTR measured at 
the same final  [Pi] (Figs. 2a, c, 3a; Table 1, Tesi et al. 2000). 
Both k−Pi and kTR have not only the same values but also the 
same calcium,  [Pi] and temperature dependencies, which are 

Fig. 3  Measured and simulated  [Pi]-dependence of force kinetic 
parameters. a Rate constants obtained in experiments on fast skeletal 
rabbit psoas myofibrils (fs-mf) at 5 °C. c Rate constants obtained in 
experiments on cardiac myofibrils (c-mf) from guinea pig left ventri-
cle at 10 °C (Stehle 2017). Experimentally observed rate constants in 
a and c were determined at full  Ca2+ activation (pCa 4.5). The rate 
constant of the force rise upon rapid decrease of  [Pi], k−Pi is indi-
cated by filled diamonds (red in online version). The rate constant of 
mechanically-induced force redevelopment, kTR is indicated by open 
diamonds. The rate constant of the major force decay upon rapid 
increase of  [Pi] that refers to the rate constant of the total force decay 
in fs-mf (k+Pi in a) and to the rate constant of the second, major phase 
of force decay in c-mf (k+Pi(2) in c) is indicated by dotted circles. 
For an illustration of the bi-phasic force decay in c-mf, see Fig.  2i. 
Note the similar  [Pi] relations of kTR and kPi and their difference to 
k+Pi or k+Pi(2). b, d  [Pi]-dependences of parameters obtained in model 
simulations matched to the fs-mf and c-mf experiments in a and c, 
respectively. For each myofibril experiment, four model versions 
differing in the sequence of the rate-limiting transition ‘f’ (R), the 
force-generating step (F) and  Pi release step (P) (models: R → F → P, 
R → P → F, P = R → F, P = R = F) were tested for their ability to repro-
duce the observed  [Pi]-dependence of kTR and k−Pi. Model simula-
tions indicated by R → F → P (relations marked by triangles with tips 
up) in b and d refers to the six-step model depicted in Fig. 1b, i.e. the 
sequence R, F and P with fast force-generation before fast  Pi-release. 
In this model, the first force-generating state is an ADP.Pi-state after 
step 4. Intrinsic rate constants used for R → F → P model: Step 1 
(ATP-binding): k+ 1 = 220  s1 (fs-mf), 200  s−1 (c-mf); step 2 (ATP 
hydrolysis): k+2 = 15 s−1 (fs-mf), 10 s−1 (c-mf); k−2 = 1.2 s−1 (fs-mf), 
2 s−1 (c-mf); step 3 (R): k+ 3 (‘f’) = 1.6 s−1 (fs-mf), 1.0 s−1 (c-mf); k3 
(‘f−’) = 1.6  s−1 (fs-mf), 1.0  s−1 (c-mf); step 4 (F): k+ 4 = 16  s−1 (fs-
mf), 10  s−1 (c-mf); k−4 = 16  s−1 (fs-mf), 10  s−1 (c-mf); step 5 (P): 
k+5  (Pi release) = 16 s−1 (fs-mf), 10 s−1 (c-mf); k−5  (Pi rebinding) = 9 
 mM1  s1 (fs-mf), 1  mM−1  s−1 (c-mf); step 6 (ADP release) k+6 (g at 
isometric contraction) = 0.5 s−1 (fs-mf and c-mf), k+6 (g at unloaded 
contraction) = 50 s−1 (fs-mf and c-mf). To simulate kTR-measurements 
(open symbols),  [Pi] was kept constant and g switched from unloaded 
(k′+6) to isometric contraction (k+6). To simulate k−Pi-measurements 
(filled symbols, red coloured in online version), k+6 was kept iso-
metric (0.5 s−1), and  [Pi] switched from 10 mM  Pi (fs-mf) or 20 mM 
 Pi (c-mf) to the indicated  [Pi]. To simulate a model with sequence 
R → P → F and fast force-generation after fast  Pi release (relations 
marked by triangles with tips down), the rate constants of R → F → P 
model were kept but the sequence of F and P was interchanged. 
Thus, in R → P → F model, step 4 = P, step 5 = F and the first force-
generating state is an ADP-state. The model (P = R) →  F (relations 
marked by squares) presents simulations for rate-limiting  Pi release 
and subsequent fast force-generation: step 3 (R) and step 4 (P) of the 
R → P → F model were merged to a single, slow step with the for-
ward rate constant k+(4=3) = 1.6 s−1 (fs-mf) or 1.0 s−1 (c-mf) and the 
reverse rate constant k−(4=3) = 0.9  mM−1 s−1 (fs-mf) or 0.1  mM−1 s−1 
(c-mf). For model simulations indicated by P = R = F (relations 
marked by circles),  Pi release, force-generating and rate-limiting step, 
i.e., all steps 46 in the R → F → P model are merged to a single, slow 
step with forward rate constant [k+(3=4=5)] = 1.6 s−1 (fs-mf) or 1.0 s−1 
(c-mf), and reverse rate constant [k−(3=4=5)] = 0.9 mM−1 s−1 (fs-mf) or 
0.1  mM−1s−1 (c-mf). (Color figure online)

◂
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different from those of k+Pi (Tesi et al. 2000; Piroddi et al. 
2003).

The interpretation of the unexpected marked asymme-
try of the rate of force change when a given final  [Pi] is 
approached from a higher versus a lower  [Pi] posed then a 
serious problem of interpretation. Poggesi, Tesi and cowork-
ers (Tesi et al. 2000, 2002a) tested the possible role of exper-
imental systematic artifacts, mainly due to lack of control 
of mechanical conditions of myofibrils during contraction, 
but results of ADP or  Ca2+ jumps showed that the asym-
metry in the kinetics of declining or rising force transients 
was present only in  Pi jumps. At the same time, attempts to 
fit this behavior with current models of cross-bridge action 
failed (Smith and Sleep 2006). An interesting point came 
from experiments performed with rabbit soleus myofibrils 
which confirmed the close correspondence of the kinetics 
of the transient rise in force initiated by a sudden decrease 
in  [Pi] and kTR but reported the asymmetry in force kinetics 
following  Pi jumps in opposite directions only at 20 °C. At 
15 °C, the difference between k+Pi, k−Pi and kTR were greatly 
reduced and in some cases all the rates superimposed on 
kTR, as shown in Fig. 2d–f. This observation is in line with 
previous results from caged-Pi experiment in soleus muscle, 
reporting a marked temperature dependence of k+Pi which 
at 10 °C was also found almost indistinguishable from kTR 
(Millar and Homsher 1992). The explanation given at the 
time by Homsher and coworkers was that in slow muscle, 
depending on temperature, ‘the force generating and  Pi 

release steps are not kinetically isolated from the rest of the 
cycle as is the case in fast twitch muscle fibres’ and the  Pi 
release itself is part of the rate limiting step(s) of the cross-
bridge chemo-mechanical cycle. In conclusion, experiments 
in rabbit skeletal myofibrils re-opened the question about the 
one step/two steps coupling of  Pi release with force genera-
tion and the assignment of the overall rate-limiting step.

Recently, a possible resolution of the puzzle posed by 
the asymmetry in  Pi jumps came from the investigation of 
force responses and individual sarcomere dynamics upon 
rapid increase or decrease in  Pi in maximally  Ca2+ activated 
guinea pig cardiac myofibrils (Stehle 2017). This study 
showed that in this experimental model (10 °C), the force 
decay upon rapid increase in  [Pi] is clearly biphasic with an 
initial slow decline [phase 1; k+Pi(1)] and a subsequent three 
to fivefold faster major decay [phase 2; k+Pi(2)]. The kinet-
ics of this major second phase corresponded to the kinetics 
of the major fast phase detected in both fast skeletal mus-
cle skinned fibres and myofibrils. As previously observed 
in skeletal myofibrils, also here the kinetics of the rise in 
force following  Pi decrease was monophasic (k−Pi) and had 
the same rate as kTR or kACT at the same final ligand con-
centration. Interestingly, the monitoring of individual sar-
comeres of ‘isometrically’ held myofibrils induced by  Pi 
jumps showed that sarcomere dynamics during force change 
was present only upon rapid increase in  [Pi], starting with 
an individual sarcomere give triggering fast phase 2. This 
behavior closely matches the sarcomere dynamics taking 

Table 1  Kinetics of  Pi jumps, force redevelopment and relaxation in different myofibril preparations at contaminant (0.2 mM) and 2–5 mM  [Pi] 
in full activation solution (pCa 4.5)

Mean ± SEM, number in parentheses = n
a Tesi et al. (2002b)
b Tesi et al. (2000)
c Belus et al. (2003)
d Stehle (2017)
e Stehle et al. (2002a)
f Unpublished

Myofibril type conditions Force generation Pi jump (–) Relaxation Pi jump (+)

kTR  (s−1) k−Pi  (s−1) Slow kREL  (s−1) Fast kREL  (s−1) k+Pi(1)  (s−1) k+Pi or k+Pi(2)  (s−1)

Rabbit psoas
0.2 mM  Pi (5 °C)

2.7 ± 0.1
(25)a

1.7 ± 0.1
(5)f

0.6 ± 0.03
(51)a

17.7 ± 1.1
(51)a

n.d. n.d.

Rabbit psoas
5 mM  Pi (5 °C)

5.4 ± 0.6
(13)b

5.2 ± 0.7
(13)b

3.4 ± 0.36
(15)a

13.9 ± 1.4
(15)a

n.d. 18.2 ± 2.0
(13)b

Rabbit soleus
0.2 mM  Pi (15 °C)

2.1 ± 0.3
(12)a

n.d. 0.3 ± 0.04
(13)a

2.1 ± 0.2
(13)a

n.d. n.d.

Rabbit soleus
2 mM  Pi (15 °C)

1.8 ± 0.2
(6)b

1.8 ± 0.2
(6)b

0.8 ± 0.1
(8)c

5.8 ± 0.5
(8)c

n.d. 3.2 ± 0.2
(6)b

Guinea pig, cardiac
0.2 mM  Pi (10 °C)

1.3 ± 0.2
(9)d

1.4 ± 0.1
(9)d

0.7 ± 0.1
(32)e

10.9 ± 0.4
(32)e

n.d. n.d.

Guinea pig, cardiac
5 mM  Pi (10 °C)

1.9 ± 0.2
(9)d

1.8 ± 0.1
(9)d

1.9 ± 0.5
(7)e

18.7 ± 2.3
(7)e

1.8 ± 0.2
(6)d

7.4 ± 0.9
(6)d
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place in guinea pig cardiac myofibrils during the fast phase 
of force relaxation following calcium removal (Stehle et al. 
2002a; Telley et al. 2006), both for the absolute kinetics and 
 [Pi] dependence. Interestingly, the force kinetics of the other 
phases (‘truly isometric’) were found reasonably symmetric, 
with the rate constant of the initial slow decline upon rapid 
increase in  [Pi] k+Pi(1) as slow as k−Pi or kTR and dependent 
only on the final  [Pi] (Stehle 2017). These results strongly 
suggest that, at least in cardiac myofibrils, the asymmetry 
arises from sarcomere dynamics, speeding up the force 
decrease transient by the superimposition of a relaxation-
like process (Stehle et al. 2002a; Tesi et al. 2002b; Poggesi 
et al. 2005). k−Pi or kTR would then better reflect the overall 
sarcomere cross-bridge kinetics and its  [Pi] dependence, 
suggesting that  Pi release cannot be separated from the rate-
limiting transition leading to force-generating states in the 
chemo-mechanical cycle.

How then to reconcile these findings with previous  Pi 
jumps in skeletal muscle myofibrils and skinned fibres? The 
main problem is raised by fast skeletal muscle, as in slow 
muscle, depending on temperature, it is possible to find 
conditions were  Pi jump kinetics comes close (Millar and 
Homsher 1992; Tesi et al. 2000) or even superimposes to 
kTR without asymmetry (Fig. 2f). In rabbit psoas myofibrils, 
many different tests  (Ca2+ jumps, ADP and BDM jumps; 
Tesi et al. 2000) were employed to rule out the possibil-
ity that mechanical artifacts and sarcomere dynamics could 
be the origin of the marked asymmetry of the rate of force 
changes when a given final  [Pi] is approached from a higher 
versus a lower  [Pi]. Results of these experiments showed 
that the asymmetry in the kinetics of rising or declining 
force transients was present only in  Pi jumps. Moreover, a 
relaxation-like behavior in  Pi jumps to final increased  [Pi] 
was excluded mainly based: (1) on the lack of effect of ini-
tial  [Pi] and force on the kinetics of  Pi jumps, and (2) on 
the strong  Pi dependence of k+Pi versus an almost  Pi insen-
sitive fast phase relaxation in psoas muscle at 5 °C (Tesi 
et al. 2002b) and Table 1. Unfortunately, the resolution of 
 Pi jumps experiments in rabbit psoas myofibrils at low tem-
perature was limited by a substantial mechanical artifact 
on pipette movement that together with the dead time of 
solution change could have masked or blurred the possible 
presence of an initial linear phase of relaxation. However, in 
this case the delay is expected to last much longer than the 
mechanical artifact of about 80–90 msec at 5 mM final  [Pi] 
(Tesi et al. 2002b) and Table 1.

Does in rabbit psoas myofibrils the apparent monophasic 
behavior of k+Pi, its 3–4 times higher value than kTR at maxi-
mally activating  [Ca2+] and its high  [Pi] dependence arise by 
switching from isometric  Pi jumps of small amplitude (low 
 [Pi]) to conditions progressively dominated by relaxation-
like behaviour and fast kREL (high  [Pi])? Should this happen, 
then  Pi release step would match the rate-limiting transition 

f of cross-bridge cycle assayed by kTR. But another possibil-
ity is that depending on experimental model (fast or slow 
muscle) or conditions  ([Pi], temperature, initial force), the 
applied perturbation probes an event, i.e.  Pi release step or 
 Pi release associated step, that is (or is not) rate-limiting 
for the overall cross-bridge cycle. If the latter is the case, 
then it needs to be determined which mechanism other than 
sarcomere dynamics can explain the asymmetry of k+Pi and 
k−Pi, and why k−Pi is similar to kTR. These questions remain 
open and further experiments are needed to asses these 
points, combining force and sarcomere dynamics measure-
ments during  Pi jumps in fast skeletal myofibrils.

Comparison of force kinetics and sarcomere 
dynamics upon changes in  [Pi] and  [Ca2+]

In myofibril preparations from fast skeletal, slow skel-
etal, and cardiac muscles, rapid decreases in  [Pi] and rapid 
increases in  [Ca2+] induce mono-phasic slow force rises 
(Tesi et al. 2000, 2002a; Stehle 2017). While the force decay 
during full relaxation induced by complete  Ca2+ removal is 
clearly biphasic in all these myofibril preparations (Poggesi 
et al. 2005), the biphasic behaviour of force decay after the 
increase in  [Pi] is only clearly seen in cardiac myofibrils 
(Stehle 2017) and remains uncertain for skeletal myofibrils 
(Fig. 2). In cardiac myofibrils there is a strikingly similar 
pattern of sarcomere dynamics occurring during the sec-
ond, fast phases of force decays upon rapid increase of  [Pi] 
and rapid decrease of  [Ca2+] (Stehle et al. 2002a; Stehle 
2017). Cardiac myofibrils from guinea pig are a preferen-
tial preparation to resolve the spatial–temporal behaviour 
of sarcomere dynamics because of the slow myosin isoform 
and the discrete length change behaviour of individual sar-
comeres. In both situations, upon increase of  [Pi] and upon 
decrease of  [Ca2+], the transition from the slow first phase 
to the fast second phase in the biphasic force decay coin-
cides with the onset of rapid lengthening, i.e., with the onset 
of ‘give’, of a single, weak sarcomere, whereupon the give 
propagates from one sarcomere to the next along the myofi-
bril. As discussed below, besides some differences arising 
from inactivation of cross-bridge attachment after  Ca2+ 
removal and load dependence of sarcomere dynamics, the 
corresponding phases in  Pi jump and relaxation experiments 
observed in cardiac myofibrils (Stehle et al. 2002a; Stehle 
2017) are based on similar rates in the cross-bridge cycle.

Similarities of force rises upon  [Pi] and  [Ca2+] changes 
and their implications

As indicated by their similar rate constants, force rises 
induced by decrease in  [Pi] (k−Pi), increase in  [Ca2+] (kACT) 
and slack-restretch (kTR) occur with very similar kinetics 
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determined by the transitions in the cycle limiting redistribu-
tion of cross-bridges among non-force and force-generating 
states (Figs. 2, 3), (Stehle et al. 2009; Stehle 2017). Thus, all 
these force rises primarily reflect cross-bridge turnover 
kinetics and even the force rise in kACT-measurements seems 
to be little further limited by the additional  Ca2+ activation 
of the thin filament in comparison to kTR-measurements, a 
common finding in myofibrils and fibres from skeletal and 
cardiac muscles (Wahr and Rall 1997; Palmer and Kentish 
1998; Stehle et al. 2002a, b; Tesi et al. 2002a, b), and con-
sistent with  Ca2+ rapidly switching on troponin in skeletal 
and cardiac myofibrils (Solzin et al. 2007; Lopez-Davila 
et al. 2012). The observed rate constants of all three type of 
force rise reflect the sum of apparent rate constants of cross-
bridge turnover from non-force-generating to force-generat-
ing states (fapp) and from force-generating to non-force states 
via backwards ( f −

app
) and forwards (gapp) cycling, respec-

tively. fapp increases with increasing  [Ca2+], f −
app

 increases 

with stretch and increasing  [Pi], while gapp mainly increases 
with lowering the load and increasing shortening velocity. 
In the absence of sarcomere dynamics, kobs = 
fapp([Ca2+]) + f −

app
([Pi]) + gapp, where kobs can be k−Pi, kTR or 

kACT, and fapp, f −app and gapp adopt values near the isometric 

contraction condition. Under this condition, both f −
app

([Pi]) 

and gapp approach low values, leading to slow turnover of 
cross-bridges out of force-generating states and a high duty 
ratio (fapp/(fapp +  f −

app
 + gapp)).

Differences of force decay upon  [Pi] and  [Ca2+] changes 
and their implications

The kinetics of the initial, slow force decay following 
rapid  Ca2+ removal is consistent with a rapid switch-off of 
the regulatory troponin-tropomyosin system, rapidly pre-
venting de novo formation of force-generating cross-
bridges (Stehle et al. 2002a; Tesi et al. 2002b; Poggesi 
et al. 2005). Because fapp rapidly decreases close to zero, 
the rate constant of the initial, linear slow relaxation 
phase, slow kREL, during which sarcomeres and half-sar-
comeres remain isometric (Stehle et al. 2002a; Telley et al. 
2006), reflects f −

app
([Pi]) + gapp. This is different to the rate 

constant k+Pi(1) of the initial slow force decay following 
rapid increase of  [Pi] observed in cardiac myofibrils, where 
 [Ca2+] remains constantly high and fapp maintains at the 
former value. Thus, k+Pi(1) like k−Pi reflects fapp + f 
−

app([Pi]) + gapp. Because only f −
app

 but not fapp changes with 

the  [Pi], the dependences of k−Pi and k+Pi(1) versus the  [Pi] 
reveals the function f app([Pi]). k−Pi increases linearly with 
 [Pi], at rates of 0.9  s1 per mM  Pi in fast skeletal myofibrils 
and 0.1  s1 per mM  Pi in cardiac myofibrils (Tesi et al. 

2000; Stehle 2017) (Fig. 3a, c). Linear  [Pi]-dependences 
are also observed for k+Pi(1) in cardiac myofibrils (Stehle 
2017) and k+Pi in slow skeletal myofibrils, especially at 
low temperature (Tesi et al. 2000). This suggests that f app 
increases in proportion to  [Pi], i.e., f −

app
(·[Pi]) = const·[Pi]. 

Such a linear function is expected with force reduction 
induced by  Pi rebinding being coupled to a rate-limiting 
transition in the cross-bridge cycle as seen by the simu-
lated relations between k−Pi and  [Pi] for the models termed 
P = R = F and (P = R) → F described in Fig. 3b, d.

In cardiac myofibrils, the values of f −
app

 and gapp dra-

matically increase with the onset of sarcomere give and 
the beginning of the second major fast phase of force 
decays during relaxation or upon the increase of  [Pi] 
reflected by the high values of their rate constants fast kREL 
and k+Pi(2), respectively (Stehle et al. 2002a; Stehle 2017). 
Because k+Pi(2) correlates with the propagation rate of sar-
comere give and k+Pi(2) decreases when the amplitude of 
the force change is reduced by switching from different 
initial  [Pi] to the same final  [Pi], the rate of cross-bridge 
detachment during sarcomere give is likely affected by the 
amplitude of the force change. The latter could also 
explain why in cardiac myofibrils k+Pi(2) is lower than fast 
kREL measured at same  [Pi], because relaxation from full 
activation causes a large force decay. From a mechanistic 
point of view, sarcomere give during relaxation and upon 
 Pi jump can both be explained by give stretching cross-
bridges and accelerating cross-bridge detachment via 
faster backwards cycling, i.e., by increasing f −

app
. This view 

is supported by the findings in fibre studies that stretch 
rapidly reduces the rate of  Pi release, inducing redistribu-
tion of cross-bridges towards ADP.Pi-binding states 
(Mansfield et al. 2012). The fast cross-bridge detachment 
in the lengthening (give) sarcomeres reduces the load in 
the serially connected other sarcomeres and therein pro-
motes cross-bridge detachment via fast forwards cycling 
by increasing gapp (Stehle et al. 2009). Furthermore, tem-
poral and spatial sequence of give is directed by compli-
ance of serial and transversal structures that connect the 
cross-bridge registers of the half-sarcomeres (Telley and 
Denoth 2007; Campbell 2016).

One difference in sarcomere dynamics during relaxa-
tion after  Ca2+ removal and sarcomere dynamics increase 
of  [Pi] is the shortening of sarcomeres before their give. 
In complete relaxations, sarcomere shortening is very 
small (Poggesi et al. 2005) and amounts in average to less 
than 5 nm per half sarcomere (Telley et al. 2006). Neg-
ligible sarcomere shortening during relaxation indicates 
that cross-bridges cannot reform new interactions due to 
rapid inactivation upon  Ca2+ removal and cannot drive 
filament sliding beyond a critical distance limited by the 
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interactions existing at  Ca2+ removal. Because the myofi-
bril is fixed at its ends and overall length remains almost 
constant, the lengthening of sarcomere give during relaxa-
tion is mainly balanced by shortening of passive compliant 
sarcomeres at the ends while the inner segment lengthens 
(Telley et al. 2006). In contrast, after a  Pi jump, cross-
bridges can still reform continuously force-generating 
interactions and sarcomeres actively shorten by ∼100 nm 
before give spreads to them (see Fig. 3a in Stehle 2017). 
In this case, give of individual sarcomeres is almost fully 
balanced by shortening of the  Ca2+-activated sarcomeres 
in the inner segment, which hardly changes in total and 
mean sarcomere length. This explains why no sarcomere 
dynamics has been detected by measurement of mean 
sarcomere length in  Pi jump experiments (Dantzig et al. 
1992), whereas the role of sarcomere give for initiating 
rapid relaxation has been early recognized (Edman and 
Flitney 1982).

Significance of slow force response upon  [Pi] 
decrease for the cross-bridge mechanism

The fundamental role of the  Pi release for limiting the rate 
of contraction becomes very evident, when the kinetics of a 
force rise induced by a rapid decrease of  [Pi] (rate constant 
k−Pi) is compared with the de novo force generation induced 
by a rapid increase of  [Ca2+] (rate constant kACT) or a large 
mechanical perturbation (rate constant kTR). Force rises 
induced by  [Pi]-decreases and  [Ca2+]-increases are mono-
phasic exponential and exhibit the same kinetics (Tesi et al. 
2000; Stehle 2017). At same final  [Pi] and  [Ca2+], the rate 
constants k−Pi and kTR are the same, (Fig. 3a, c; Table 1). 
 Ca2+ induces force generation de novo from the relaxed 
state, requiring conformational changes for activation of 
the thin filament and conformational changes in the myosin 
head for formation of a stereospecific myosin-actin interac-
tion. The latter  Ca2+-regulated transitions in the cross-bridge 
cycle usually are assumed to occur before  Pi release and to 
limit the rate of force generation, whereas  Pi release and 
force-generating step per se are regarded to be fast events. 
Thus  Pi release/rebinding is usually considered to be a rapid 
equilibrium (Kawai and Halvorson 1991; Dantzig et al. 
1992; Takagi et al. 2004). Aside from this there is ongo-
ing discussion about the sequence of the  Pi release step and 
the force-generating step (Llinas et al. 2015; Muretta et al. 
2015). The finding that rapid decrease of  [Pi] induces the 
same slow force rise as de novo force generation rules out 
sequential models of a slow rate-limiting transition preced-
ing a fast force-generating step coupled to rapid  Pi release, 
regardless of whether first the force is generated or the  Pi is 
released (Stehle 2017). This conclusion is corroborated by 
the simulated  [Pi] dependences of k−Pi- and kTR at maximally 

activating  [Ca2+] for different model scenarios (Fig. 3b, d). 
Model scenarios involving a fast force-generating step either 
before or after fast  Pi release (models termed R →F → P and 
R → P → F in Fig. 3b, d) predict higher values of k−Pi com-
pared to kTR, in contrast with the similar values of k−Pi and 
kTR observed in fast skeletal and cardiac myofibrils experi-
ments. Such models also fail to reproduce the strong rate 
modulation of kTR by  [Pi] observed in experiments (Fig. 3a, 
c). Thus, uncoupling of  Pi°release/rebinding from the rate-
limiting forward/backwards transitions f and f− results in 
nearly flat relations of kTR versus the  [Pi] (simulations of 
R → F → P and R → P → F models in Fig. 3b, d). In con-
trast, assigning  Pi release/rebinding the rate-limiting transi-
tions f and f − (models termed P = R = F and (P = R)→F in 
Fig. 3b, d) yields similar values of k−Pi and kTR as observed 
in the myofibril experiments (Fig. 3a, c). Interestingly, these 
models also produce two further features evident in myofi-
bril experiments, i.e., (1) strong rate-modulation of kTR by 
 [Pi], and (2) linear relation of k−Pi versus  [Pi]. In summary 
the similarity of k−Pi, kTR and kACT at maximally activating 
 [Ca2+], and the  [Pi]-dependences of k−Pi and kTR indicate 
that upon perturbing the  Pi release/Pi binding equilibrium, 
the cross-bridges have to pass the same rate-limiting transi-
tion as they do when force is generated de novo, either upon 
large scale mechanical perturbation as well as upon  Ca2+ 
activation. The simplest explanation for this would be that 
 Pi release/rebinding is tied to a slow, fully reversible con-
formational change in the cross-bridge controlled by  Ca2+ 
activation of the thin filament.

Force kinetics upon  [Pi]-decrease reflecting rate-limiting 
steps also set a new criterion for extended models that con-
tain multiple force-generating states for straightforwardly 
integrating the rapid force recovery after small length change 
into the ATPase cycle (Caremani et al. 2013). Although the 
force-generating steps can occur repetitively, uncoupled, 
independent from  Pi release in this model, they still involve 
a fast isomerization step coupled to rapid  Pi release for prim-
ing the ability of cross-bridges to undergo these force-gener-
ating steps. Such a fast priming step still predicts faster force 
responses upon  [Pi] changes than observed in kTR-measure-
ments. Again, to overcome this problem, the  Pi release must 
be coupled to a rate-limiting transition with slow rate f.

The slow force responses upon  [Pi] changes can be 
explained in either way, but each of them requires excep-
tional assumptions. One of them is that  [Pi] modulates the 
force per cross-bridge rather than the number of cross-
bridges. This relates to the idea that the energy transforma-
tion of  Pi release into force generation is an irreversible step 
whereby the  [Pi] determines the average force per cross-
bridge rather than the time a cross-bridge spends in force-
generating states; i.e. rather than the duty ratio. This expla-
nation is very unlikely because recent fine mechanical 
measurements in skinned fibres that take filament 
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compliance into account showed that force per cross-bridge 
is little or not affected by the  [Pi] (Caremani et al. 2008). The 
rate-modulation of kTR by  [Pi] supports the alternative expla-
nation of high  [Pi] lowering the duty ratio via increasing the 
rate constant f −

app
 of backwards cycling according to a two-

step mass action model, i.e. by lowering the duty in propor-
tion to fapp/(fapp + f −

app
 + gapp). High duty ratios of 0.88 (Hux-

ley 1957) and 0.75 (Brenner 1988) are calculated from the 
values of f and g for fast skeletal muscle fibres at maximally 
activating  [Ca2+]. Because  Pi is always present under physi-
ological conditions in intact fibres and  Pi can accumulate in 
skinned fibres, the duty ratio at nominal  Pi-free conditions 
like in myofibrils could be even higher than these values. 
However, the calculation of the duty ratio based on these 
simple 2-step mass action models assumes that (1) all com-
pliance of the  Ca2+ activated sarcomere resides in the cross-
bridge, and (2) all cross-bridges participate in cycling. Both 
are likely not the case because of filament compliance and 
geometric constraints in the sarcomere which might partly 
explain the lower duty ratio of 0.33 evaluated from accurate 
stiffness measurements at different sarcomere length (Linari 
et al. 2007). The effect of the 3-D lattice organisation on 
restricting acto-myosin binding has been recently modelled 
in (Mijailovich et al. 2016).

Another explanation for slow force responses upon  [Pi] 
changes would be that the  Pi release is not a classical rapid 
equilibrium. Structurally,  Pi release can be described by the 
backdoor release mechanism (Yount et al. 1995; Llinas et al. 
2015). It has been proposed that the  Pi is not released imme-
diately after leaving the active site and may stay for sig-
nificant time in the backdoor release tunnel (Houdusse and 
Sweeney 2016). How the delayed backdoor release and the 
potential rebinding of  Pi to the active site would modulate 
force kinetics is not clear yet. However, high energy barriers 
for backdoor release and rebinding of  Pi could explain why 
 Pi release and  Pi binding are coupled to the rate-limiting 
forward step f→ and its reversal f⇓, respectively. Alterna-
tively,  Pi release per se and f→ might be rapid but  Pi release 
be still coupled to the rate-limiting transition f if  Pi release 
only occurs from a very rare cross-bridge configuration or 
little occupied pre-Pi release state (A0) (Geeves and Holmes 
2005). In such a scenario, the likelihood (rate) of  Pi release 
and thus f is limited by the low occupancy of A0 because f 
relates to the product of the forward step f→ of  Pi release and 
[A0]. If [A0] is low,  Pi release per se (f→) might be fast but 
the rate of  Pi release (f) still be rate-limiting.

Finally, it needs to be explained why slow force responses 
probed by  [Pi] changes kinetically differ from fast force 
responses probed by small length changes, the so called ‘force 
recovery’. While cross-bridges undergo a slow structural 
change or adopt a rare configuration for enabling  Pi release 
and priming de novo force-generation during the ATPase 

cycle, force re-generation in contrast reflects a fast process 
uncoupled from the ATPase cycle that occurs from already 
primed states without need to resemble the slow structural 
change or adopt the rare configuration coupled to  Pi release 
(Caremani et al. 2013). Both force generating processes take 
place in the cross-bridge cycle. Finding the link between the 
two processes will be an important goal in muscle research. 
Complete understanding of the cross-bridge mechanism will 
require identification and characterization of the intermediates 
involved in both processes.

Taken together, the slow kinetics of force rise upon  [Pi] 
decrease in cardiac myofibril studies indicate that  Pi release 
is strongly coupled to the same rate-limiting transition that 
determines de novo force generation upon  Ca2+ activation and 
redistribution of cross-bridges upon large mechanical pertur-
bations. For this reason, it is not possible to derive a preferen-
tial sequence of force-generation and  Pi release from the force 
kinetics induced by  Pi jumps (Stehle 2017). As stated before, 
a limitation to this conclusion is the still unresolved puzzle 
posed by the asymmetric  Pi jumps found in fast muscle (and 
slow skeletal muscle at high temperature) that awaits experi-
mental elucidation.

In contrast to slow force kinetics induced by  [Pi] decrease 
and large mechanical perturbations, investigations by Lom-
bardi and coworkers show that upon small mechanical pertur-
bations, cross-bridges can rapidly and repeatedly regenerate 
force uncoupled from  Pi release (Irving et al. 1992; Lombardi 
et al. 1992; Piazzesi et al. 1997; Caremani et al. 2008, 2013; 
Linari et al. 2010). In combination, de novo force generation 
appears to be limited by slow  Pi release, whereas force can be 
rapidly regenerated independent from  Pi release. The mecha-
nisms underlying the coupling of  Pi release and the rate-limit-
ing transition for de novo force generation and the uncoupling 
of the force-generating step and  Pi release for force re-gen-
eration needs still to be clarified. Solving these mechanisms 
and working towards a unifying concept combining turnover 
and recovery kinetics is essential for understanding the cross-
bridge cycle and for developing drugs targeting the rate of 
skeletal and cardiac muscle contraction.
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